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Why Dallas Court Reporters Provide Realtime Services for Attorneys 
 
Litigation Support is a highly competitive industry, and Dallas court reporters who want to retain their existing 
clients - and develop new ones - really need to keep up with technology and advanced litigation services. 
Among the most useful tools available to attorneys these days are realtime court reporting services. Quickly 
becoming the standard, realtime court reporting is the process where a court reporters transcript is converted 
into text form as it is being typed. The court reporter's stenotype machine is directly connected to a computer, 
which allows for a nearly instantaneous translation from spoken testimony or depositions to an organized and 
searchable text document on the attorney's laptop computer or other mobile device. 
 

Why Realtime? 
Lawyers who use realtime court reporting realize a number of benefits. An attorney can review testimony and 
highlight sections for further scrutiny without interrupting the legal proceedings. They can also search for 
specific words or phrases in multiple documents simultaneously and review transcripts from the court reporter 
to locate previous or conflicting testimony. An attorney can utilize the realtime services to quickly create 
transcript and annotation reports and email them to co-counsel or other colleagues for immediate review. A few 
of the other benefits include: 
 

 Realtime access to proceedings, as well as rough drafts 

 Immediate internet streaming of legal proceedings 

 Enhanced ability to search and annotate text as it happens. 

 Easy accessibility for the hearing-impaired 

 The ability to add and edit notes during depositions  
 
With all of the different court reporters and litigation services providers in Dallas, the court reporter that can 
provide advanced technology to their client and save them time, money, and increase their efficiency will 
always be in demand. Realtime court reporting services are a great way to take all three areas to entirely new 
heights. 
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